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1. INTRODUCTION 2.GRAPH-BASED ACTIVE SEMI-SUPERVISED 
LEARNING FRAMEWORK 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

Background 

 How to build more accurate model with as few as labeled examples? 

Semi-Supervised Learning + Active Learning 

Multi-class setting 

Online data stream 

 Incremental updating 

Our Work 

 Propose a novel graph-based active semi-supervised learning framework which can learn      

a multi-class model efficiently with minimal human labor and work in an inductive setting. 

 Propose  Minimize  Expected  Global  Uncertainty (MEGU) algorithm to actively select 

example, which naturally  combine  the  probabilistic  outputs  of  GB- SSL methods. 

 propose an incremental model updating method, which has the time complexity of O(n), 

compared to the original re-training of O(n^3 ). 

Baselines 

Datasets 

USPS : 4000, 10 classes, 256D Pixel 

Flower-102: 1963, 12 classes, 1500D Bow 

MNIST: 70K, 10 classes, 784D Pixel 

Notation 

A point  set 

Points                            are labeled  

Predict the label of unlabeled points  

Label Propagation 

Inductive setting 

Active learning 

 Random example selection (Random)  

 Maximize Entropy-Based (MEB) 

Best-versus-Second-Best (BvSB) 

Minimize the Risk (Risk) 

evaluation criteria 
Transductive accuracy 

Inductive accuracy 

Accuracy comparison 

USPS 

Flower-102 Reduction in annotation 

MNIST 
Using subset 

Accuracy 

Time cost 

 Data Scope 
 Labeled examples  

 offline example pool 

 online example pool 

 Workflow 
  Initialize the annotation model by 

using GB-SSL 

Use the active learning algorithm to 

select the most informative examples to 

query the user 

Update the model by the selected 

examples 

 Method 

Method: we fix the graph on                and for a new 

test point, we propose an induction scheme as follows 

Problem: For new test example, it is obligate to 

execute the algorithm again for predicting the label of 

the example. The time cost is O(n^3 ) 

 Notation 

ΩU : the unlabeled examples set 

Ω L : the corresponding labeled examples 

                       : the class membership random variables   

on ΩU 

                         : the underlying class conditional 

probability distributions , we can estimate it with the 

label propagation result: 

We use entropy to measure the uncertainty of a random 

variable and we assume Yi are independent.  So the 

global uncertainty can be calculated as: 

 Incrementally update model with the selected example 

 problem: use formula (1) to update F or      : O(n^3 ) 

 New example xk from offline example pool with label yk = j  

 Minimize expected global uncertainty 

Incrementally update 

                               , where 

 xk from online example pool with label yk = j, propagate the 

label information to its  KUL neighbors with normalized weight 

                           

                           

                           

The time complexity is O(KUL· n) 

 reducing the computational cost further 

Using subset: O(c^2 · n^2 ) to O(c^2 · m · n )  

 more efficient with compared accuracy                           


